
 
 

Transform your Relationship with Money, Raise Your Wealth 
Consciousness and Allow Abundance to Flow  

 
Create the money mindset that successful entrepreneurs have, break through your money blocks.  
Create the abundant mindset the wealthy people use to create incredible wealth.   
Release your past, stay present and focused on what you desire and bring your dreams into your 
reality.  
Re-define your relationship with money let go of the story, emotions, lack, and scarcity, that 
have kept in the struggle to make ends meet, surviving or just enough.   
Finally break through the hidden belief systems you have about money that sabotage money 
making opportunities and reject money in your life. 
It is all available to you, give yourself permission to receive it all and live your most 
extraordinary life. 
Abundance, Wealth, Prosperity and Happiness are your Divine Right, claim it now and attract 
more money, more wealth, more prosperity and everything else desire. 
 

10 Downloaded Modules  
 

1. Release Your Income Set Points – increase your value and self-worth so that you can earn and 
make the kind of income your desire.  Attract more opportunities and possibilities for 
advancement and wealth. 
 

 
2. Money is Energy, Shift to Abundant Mindset- Release the way you feel about money, release 

any emotional attachment and see it as it is, Energy, light.  Choose a more empowering way to 
relate to money and allow it to flow easily and effortlessly into your life. 



 
 

3. Money and Your Past End Self Sabotage- release the past events in your life  that are 
unfavorable,  and are  anchoring you into that energy and vibration which  keeps attracting 
more of the same. 
 
 

4. Cultivate an Abundance, Gratitude, Worthiness and Deservingness- Shift your mindset, shift 
your energy and increase your vibration to create more in your life. 
 
 

5. Abundance is the result of Self- Forgiveness, Self-Love and self-Acceptance- These are 
the foundations of abundance, prosperity, joy, happiness and Flow 
 
 
 

6. Wealth and Prosperity are Your Divine Right- recognize that wealth and prosperity are a 
mindset, beingness, a knowing.  You embody it.  You trust it and when you do the universe 
aligns with you.  
 
 

7. Conquer Your Fear- become fearless,  take action without fear, move through life with 
confidence and courage.  Follow your dreams with intention, clarity, and tenacity.  
 
 

8. Your Money Story – what story about money plays out in your life and is it yours or someone 
else’s?  De-story everything you accepted about money and create your own story of success, 
love and abundance. 
 

9. Release sacrifice and struggle- stop living life the hard way.  Connect with yourself, your value 
and self-worth.  Release the victim, victimization, not enough and  putting others before you. 
 

10. Clear your money blocks- release unworthiness, un-deservingness, not enough, shame, guilt, 
blame or fault that block you from receiving, or creating money. 
 
 

11. Facebook group- https://www.facebook.com/groups/Radicaltrust/ 
Join the community of like minded individuals who are raising their 
vibration and creating amazing break through in their lives 

 
Buy it now $147.00 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/Radicaltrust/
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